Wrapping and Presentation - A process for a successful start-up

Forschungszentrum L3S
Appelstr. 9a
30167 Hannover
15th floor multi media room 1525
2:00 – 3:30 pm

Title: A successful story of a dynamic entrepreneurship

- Christian Brüggemann (CQO-Founder) Entrepreneur Graphmaster GmbH [http://www.graphmasters.net/]

Graphmasters provides massive net load optimization algorithms as a cloud service for its customers. The unique strength is to utilize massive computation power in order to provide premium products for their customers. Their product, nunav, is a routing service for car navigation and calculates routes relieving the world-wide traffic problem. Microsoft Funding 100,000 US $

Title: WJ and start-up trainings

- Philip Kretschmer: JCI Germany / Wirtschaftsjunioren Deutschland (WJ) [http://hannover.wjd.de/]

WJ is the biggest German association of young leaders and entrepreneurs in Germany with more than 10,000 active members under the age of 40. With 210 local organizations JCI Germany is the largest network of the young economy in Germany. We are successful in our profession - but want to impact beyond!

We are looking forward to see you on Friday!

The next Friday-sessions are:

30th January 2015
24th April 2015
29th May 2015
26th June 2015
17th July 2015

For any further questions please contact us at:

phone: 0511 - 762 17715
Gabriele Herrmann-Krotz - herrmann@i3s.de
Carolin Luksche - luksche@i3s.de

Global Entrepreneurship Week is the world’s largest celebration of the innovators and job creators who launch startups that bring ideas to life, drive economic growth and expand human welfare.

During one week each November, GEW inspires people everywhere through local, national and global activities designed to help them explore their potential as self-starters and innovators. These activities, from large-scale competitions and events to intimate networking gatherings, connect participants to potential collaborators, mentors and even investors—introducing them to new possibilities and exciting opportunities.

Anybody. Anywhere. Anytime. Organizations can get involved in a variety of capacities—planning local activities as a Partner, promoting the initiative as a Global Associate, or
coordinating the initiative for a participating country as a Lead Host. Young people interested in
exploring their ideas and making them happen can do so face-to-face and online—with
thousands of activities happening around the world and a social networking Web site to find new
ideas at the intersection of cultures and disciplines. Existing entrepreneurs can mentor aspiring
entrepreneurs and share their experience at local activities. How you get involved is up to you.

Audience:

General

- When: Every day
- Start: 17 November 2014
- End: 23 November 2014

See more at: http://de.gew.co/activity/global-entrepreneurship-week#sthash.tqinQNob.dpuf

Announcement: Friday 2014, Nov. 14th. L3S Friday Talks
- series of lecture at L3S